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Point d'Exclamation 

"Eccentric & Colorful"

Point d’Exclamation offers a nice collection of clothing, jewelry, and

fashion accessories made in the Province of Quebec, and some carefully

considered items from international clothing brands. Everything seems to

be chosen for the quality of its construction and originality, so the

boutique is a great place for treasure hunters. Eccentric and colorful, the

boutique has many items for women but also a few for men, some unique

items from flea markets, and vintage decorative objects.

 +1 418 525 8053  www.pointdexclamation.ca  762 rue St-Jean, Ville de Québec QC

 by webandi   

Zimmerman 

"Handcrafted Perfection"

Considered to be one of the finest jewellery makers in Quebec,

Zimmerman delights with their refreshing designs and a hawk-eyed

attention to detail. The boutique was established by Michel Zimmerman in

1990, after numerous years of learning and designing jewellery for

prestigious brands in Paris. One of the secrets to their near-flawless

quality, is all of their jewellery is handcrafted without the use of casting.

From classic designs to cutting-edge contemporary pieces, the boutique

has something for everyone. A must-visit if you're looking for gifts for a

special someone.

 +1 418 692 2672  www.zimmermann-

quebec.com/

 bijouterie@zimmermann-

quebec.com

 46 Côte de la Fabrique, Ville

de Québec QC

 by David Vilches on Unsplash

   

Le Blanc Mouton 

"Budding Designers"

Local designers reign supreme at this delightful boutique in the heart of

Quartier Petit Champlain. Choose from a fantastic women's line featuring

creations by promising Quebec designers, all handpicked by the owners.

The collection of woolens is worth a special mention. Being a platform for

local designers, shoppers are likely to find many unique pieces exclusive

to the boutique. There's an eclectic choice of accessories as well to

complement your look.

 +1 418 692 2880  blancmouton@ccapcable.com  51 rue Sous-le-Fort, Quartier Petit

Champlain, Ville de Québec QC
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